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Who Are You When No One Sees You?
Telephone Skills

Telephone tips
Answer the phone after one or two rings.
Answer with the company greeting—for example, “Good afternoon, the NEXUS program, this is Suzi speaking. May I help you?”
Don’t eat, drink, cough, or chew gum on the phone.
Smile on the phone—it shows in your voice.
Don’t interrupt the speaker.
Let the customer know if you have to transfer the call, and where you are transferring them to.
Ask if you can put the customer on hold for a moment before doing so.
Do not keep the customer on hold for very long. If it is a minute or more, give him or her an update, and ask if he or she would like to continue holding.
At the end of a call, thank the person for calling.
Take messages properly, with pen and paper ready.
When you call someone else, tell the person who you are and where you are calling from—for example, “This is Ali from NEXUS calling.”
	If you dial a wrong number, apologize before hanging up.

ALSO: Keep your own cellphone turned off at work! No personal calls at work!

Instructions
Using the information provided below, take a message for your supervisor.
(5 marks—Communication)

The phone message:

The date today is October 20 and it is 2:14 p.m.

Mr. Mohamed from ABC Rentals calls at 10:20 a.m. to speak to your supervisor, Mary Kane, who has gone to a meeting. 

He would like her to call him back at 416-394-6958 because he would like to discuss her order of tables for the upcoming conference that she is planning. 

Write the message on the message memo pad! 


 MESSAGE FOR

_______________________________
	    WHILE YOU WERE OUT
_______________________________

OF _____________________________

PHONE NO. ________________________

o TELEPHONED		o RETURNED YOUR CALL
o CALLED TO SEE YOU	o PLEASE CALL
o WANTS TO SEE YOU	o WILL CALL AGAIN

MESSAGE: ______________________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________
DATE: ____________	TIME: __________
RECEIVED BY: _______________________Leave Me a Message!
Recording a Voice-Mail Message


Leaving a voice-mail message can be scary! 
But practice makes perfect.

Instructions

Record a message at NEXUS (291-5869) for
ONE of the following situations:




	Confirm my hair appointment at “Fashion Hair” on Wednesday, December 3 at 4:45 p.m. for a colour and cut with Mimma and Edward. 


	Confirm my dinner reservation for three people at “The Great Italian Pizza Bar and Grill” on Friday, November 3 at 7:30 p.m. 


	Return my call from “Fashionz Jeanswear” to let me know that you are out of stock in the pink sweater that I had been inquiring about in a size eight. You do have one left in size ten, and you will hold it for me for     24 hours. Ask me to call back if I am interested in picking up this sweater. 


	Call from Dr. Wong’s office to let me know that I am due for my next dental appointment for a checkup and cleaning. Ask me to call back so that we can set up an appointment time. 


	Call from “Ralph’s Auto Body” to let me know that my Jaguar has been repaired, and that I can pick it up anytime, from Monday to Friday between the hours of 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. 


	Call from “Happy Photo” to let me know that my photos have been ready for a week, and you just want to confirm that I will be picking them up. Remind me that the store is open from Monday to Friday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 


	Call from the “Medical Clinic” to let me know that my blood test results are in, and that the doctor would like to set up an appointment to go over them. Ask me to call back so that we can set up an appointment time.



Before you call, write yourself a script
and practise it to make it sound professional.

Voice-mail hints
State your name and the company that you are calling from. 
Speak slowly and clearly.
Leave a call-back number where the person can reach you.
Don’t sound like you are reading.

Sample voice-mail script

Hello, this is _____________________________ calling from ________________ 

[company name].  I’m calling to ________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact me at 

________________________ [phone number] and I will be pleased to assist you.



The phone number to call for your teacher’s voice mail is: _________________


Marks:	 									/20
Communication								/10

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Uses an appropriate tone of voice and professional manner on the phone 
Uses an appropriate tone of voice and professional manner with limited effectiveness
Uses an appropriate tone of voice and professional manner with moderate effectiveness
Uses an appropriate tone of voice and professional manner with considerable effectiveness
Uses an appropriate tone of voice and professional manner with a high degree of effectiveness

Application									/10

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Transfer of ideas and skills (e.g., manners and professional speaking) to recording a voice-mail message
Transfers ideas and skills to new contexts with limited effectiveness
Transfers ideas and skills to new contexts with moderate effectiveness
Transfers ideas and skills to new contexts with considerable effectiveness
Transfers ideas and skills to new contexts with a high degree of effectiveness


